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	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: The review panel is in unanimous agreement that the GOES-17 GLM L2 products have reached Beta maturity. Data quality is significantly better than it was for the GOES-16 GLM at Beta, mainly due to many fixes, both on-orbit and ground, that have been put into place since then. The majority of the panel discussion revolved around issues related to Provisional validation which is still 2 months away. The top concerns as we approach Provisional:- GOES-17 GLM Detection Efficiency (DE) is less than that from GOES-16 GLM in overlapping regions. A hypothesis explaining this was presented - it's related to some thresholds that may be screening out low-end detections. The panel recommends investigating this and determining whether tuning these thresholds will improve DE without introducing significant false alarms.- There are several "hot spots" in the western portion of the FOV, i.e., persistent false alarms. Although the relatively few affected pixels will have negligible impact on large-scale verification statistics, any application keying off of GLM flashes, such as the insertion of convection in models (data assimilation) will suffer with these false flashes. Since the location appears to be systematic and consistent, we recommend investigating what's causing this, and in the meantime consider a simple screen to turn off detections at these few points.- It's recommended that the G16/17 overlap be taken advantage of as much as possible. For example, GOES-16 "blooms" when GOES-17 doesn't, and vice-versa, so this can be used to optimize the blooming filter.- In general a better understanding is needed on what factors affect GLM DE (for both G17 and G16). Both are well less than 80% when compared against GLD360, which itself does not have 100% DE. Is cloud Ice Water Path indeed important, and if so, should DE be greater in some storms than in others, depending on convective lifecycle stage? Again, these questions do not affect Beta validation at all, but they're of interest moving forward with the validation states of both GLMs.
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